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Our discussion in this article centers around various issues related to the use of anycasting in connection-oriented computer
networks. Anycast is defined as a one-to-one-of-many transmission to deliver a packet to one of many hosts. Anycasting
can be applied if the same content is replicated over many locations in the network. Examples of network techniques that
apply anycasting are Content Delivery Networks (CDNs), Domain Name Service (DNS), Peer-to-Peer (P2P) systems. The
role of anycasting is growing concurrently with the popularity of electronic music, movies, and other content required by
Internet users. In this work we focus on the optimization of anycast flows in connection-oriented networks. We formulate a
model of anycast connections and next propose a heuristic algorithm based on the Lagrangean relaxation aimed to optimize
jointly routes for anycast and unicast connections. Results of numerical experiments are presented and evaluated. Finally,
we analyze briefly problems related to anycasting in dynamic routing and multi-layer networks.
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1. Introduction

Recently, we can observe high-speed deployment of var-
ious new networking approaches assuming that the same
content (information) is stored in a distributed and surplus
manner, e.g., peer-to-peer, web caching, content delivery
networks, video streaming. This trend follows from the
fact that, due to the increasing number of Internet users
and still emerging new network services, there is a deep
need to facilitate the distribution of popular content on the
Internet (e.g., electronic music, movies, books, software,
etc.). Since anycast is a one-to-one-of-many technique to
deliver a packet to one of many hosts, it is perceived as
a natural transmission technique for the case when some
content is replicated in different locations of the network.
Therefore, concurrently to robust development of the In-
ternet, the anycast paradigm is to become popular. Obvi-
ously, also unicast transmission—defined as one-to-one—
provides a sufficient framework for delivering replicated
content over the network. However, anycasting—as we
will try to prove in this paper—can significantly improve
network performance in terms of various network metrics,
especially its survivability.

1.1. Motivations. First, we will show that any-
casting is a robust method to increase network perfor-

mance. If anycasting is available in the network, the
user can select one of many servers (locations) stor-
ing the same content according to some criteria includ-
ing also QoS (Quality of Service) parameters. Conse-
quently, anycast transmission—compared with traditional
unicast transmission—reduces network traffic and con-
gestion causing big delays in data delivery. Another ben-
efit is that replica servers provide fault-tolerant service,
since users can select another server offering the same
data, and even a failure of one server does not cause the
data to be unreachable.

Anycasting—as a whole—is a complicated approach
and successful implementation requires solving many
problems, e.g., replica location, replica ranking, replica
consistency, redirection of requests, accounting, secu-
rity, routing (Baentsch et al., 1997; Hofmann and Beau-
mont, 2005; Rabinovich, 1998). In this paper we concen-
trate mainly on one aspect of the anycast approach, i.e.,
the optimization of anycast flows. We consider an existing
backbone network, which is in an operational phase and
augmenting its resources (links, capacity, replica servers)
or changing the location of replica servers is not possi-
ble in a short time perspective. Network design research
is a substantial branch of telecommunications science in-
dispensable for telecom and network operators in order
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to plan and design transport networks. However, most of
previous research in this area is limited to various prob-
lems related to unicast flows. For more details, see (Piro
and Medhi, 2004) and the references therein. There is a
lack of optimization papers on anycast flows, especially
in the context of connection-oriented networks. To make
our analysis more realistic, we plan to consider joint opti-
mization of unicast and anycast flows. The study on pure
anycast flows can be helpful; however, in real networks,
various types of flows are mixed.

In this work we focus on anycasting in connection-
oriented networks. To motivate our decision on
connection-oriented networks, we can enumerate the fol-
lowing arguments. First, according to many observa-
tions, e.g., (Krishnan et al., 2000; Paxson, 2006; Rex-
ford et al., 2002), routing on the Internet is relatively
stable—the majority of Internet routes change at a fre-
quency lower than once a day. Moreover, most of the
routes remain stable over the small lifetime of an HTTP
connection (Krishnan et al., 2000). Consequently, the
flow on the Internet can be modelled as an unsplittable
(non-bifurcated) multicommodity flow—the same as in
connection-oriented networks. Second, recently many IP
networks have been built over transport networks em-
ploying connection-oriented technologies, e.g., MPLS
(MultiProtocol Label Switching). Third, connection-
oriented approaches—compared with connectionless pro-
tocols (e.g., IP)—provide a large support for various traf-
fic engineering mechanisms (Grover, 2004; Rosen et al.,
2001; Perros, 2005). Since nowadays corporate and in-
dividual clients expect more than just “best effort” net-
work service, network operators are obliged to imple-
ment more sophisticated technologies in order to offer ser-
vices based on the SLA (Service Level Agreement), com-
promising detailed information on various QoS param-
eters. Therefore, network technologies supporting QoS
configuration—mainly connection-oriented—are now of
great interest. Moreover, it is evident that traffic engi-
neering and QoS guarantees are important in network ser-
vices supported by anycasting. Finally, our widespread
bibliographic analysis has shown that there is a relatively
small number of research works touching the problem of
anycasting in connection-oriented networks. Only sev-
eral papers of the author cover some problems related
to the optimization of anycast connection-oriented flows
(Walkowiak, 2005; 2007a; 2007c; 2008). For more de-
tails, see Section 2.

1.2. Our contributions. In this paper, we propose and
discuss a range of issues related to anycasting. Our con-
tributions include what follows. We present two models
of anycast flows in connection-oriented networks. As a
reference connection-oriented technology, we use MPLS.
We formulate an optimization problem of joint optimiza-
tion of unicast and anycast unsplittable flows applying var-

ious criteria, e.g., network delay, network survivability.
We propose efficient heuristic offline algorithms to com-
pute routes for unicast and anycast flows according to var-
ious criterion functions. One of algorithms uses a method
based on the flow deviation algorithm (Fratta et al., 1973),
the second approach is based on the Lagrangean relax-
ation. To our best knowledge, this is the first study that
proposes a Lagrangean-based approach to optimize jointly
unicast and anycast flows. We present and discuss re-
sults of experiments. The results show that anycasting can
significantly improve network performance, especially in
terms of network survivability. We demonstrate how to
use anycasting in dynamic, online routing in the context
of MPLS. We propose and analyze future opportunities in
research on anycasting including multilayer networks and
peer-to-peer networks.

1.3. Paper overview. The rest of the paper is orga-
nized as follows: Section 2 presents the review of related
work. In Section 3 we formulate and explain optimization
models of anycast flows in a connection-oriented network.
Section 4 includes two heuristics for joint optimization of
anycast and unicast flows. In Section 5 we present results
of numerical experiments. Sections 6 and 7 discuss briefly
issues related to anycasting in dynamic routing and multi-
layer networks, respectively. We conclude our discussion
in Section 8.

2. Review of related work

In this section we present a brief review of research
works on various aspects of anycasting and network ap-
plications employing this approach. The anycasting ap-
proach is mainly associated with caching and replication
systems. Other examples of techniques that apply any-
casting are Domain Name Service (DNS), Peer-to-Peer
(P2P) systems, grids, web service, distributed database
systems, host auto-configuration, overlay networks, wire-
less sensor networks, video streaming, telemedicine, etc.
(Awerbuch et al., 2003; Ballani and Francis, 2005; Byun
and Yoo, 2008; Doi et al., 2004; Hao et al., 2002; Hou
et al., 2006; Leuf, 2002; Steinmetz and Wehrle, 2005;
Woźniak et al., 1999).

One of the most famous caching technologies that
apply anycast traffic is the Content Delivery Network
(CDN). The CDN is defined as mechanisms to deliver a
range of content to end users on behalf of origin Web
servers. The original information is offloaded from source
sites to other content servers located in different locations
in the network. For each request, the CDN tries to find the
closest server offering the requested Web page. The CDN
delivers the content from the origin server to the repli-
cas that are much closer to end-users. The set of content
stored in the CDNs’ servers is selected carefully. Thus, the
CDNs’ servers can approach the hit ratio of 100%. This
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means that almost all requests to replicated servers are sat-
isfied (Hofmann and Beaumont, 2005; Peng, 2004).

Replication can be considered a kind of caching;
however, there are some differences. Replication assumes
the storing of an object at a place that cannot see the ob-
ject, while caching is storing an object at a place that
sees the source object. This means that a cache notices
both hit and miss requests. On the contrary, a replica no-
tices only hits since requests to the replicated server ar-
rive only if that server is believed to have a replica of
the requested object. In the presented sense a replica is
sometimes called push cache. Replicas can be located
in a static or a dynamic manner. In the former case, the
system administrator, according to the observed access
and traffic characteristics, decides where replicas should
be located. In the latter case the system monitors ac-
cess to various servers and adapts the replica set to the
requirements (Rabinovich, 1998). Most of previous op-
timization works in the context of replication have fo-
cused only on problems of replica placement, e.g., (Guha
et al., 2001; Jain et al., 2002; Li et al., 1999; Markowski
and Kasprzak, 2005; Qiu et al., 2001). These works did
not take into account the optimization of network flows.

Earlier works on anycasting that touch somehow is-
sues of network flows concentrate on IP networks us-
ing connectionless transmission modelled as bifurcated
multicommodity flows (Awerbuch et al., 2003; Ballani
and Francis, 2005; Doi et al., 2004; Hao et al., 2002; Li
et al., 1999; Peng, 2004). There are only few papers that
consider anycasting in the context of connection-oriented
transmission. Some works consider the RWA (Routing
and Wavelength Assignment) taking into account anycast
connections, e.g., (Hyytia, 2004; Tang et al., 2003). In his
previous papers (Walkowiak, 2005; 2007a; 2007c; 2008)
the author presented various optimization problems and
algorithms related to the use of anycasting in MPLS net-
works.

3. Optimization models of anycast flows in
a connection-oriented network

3.1. Modelling of anycasting in connection-oriented
networks. Since we consider a connection-oriented net-
work (e.g., MPLS), we model the network flow as a non-
bifurcated multicommodity flow (Piro and Medhi, 2004).
The anycast demand (request) in c-o networks can be
modelled in two ways: reduced and standard. In the for-
mer case we make use of the important feature of many
systems where anycasting is present, i.e., the asymmetry
of the flow (Hofmann and Beaumont, 2005). Since any-
casting is strongly related to the caching and replication of
content in the network, in most cases access to this con-
tent is asymmetric. More precisely, a typical user usually
fetches much more data from the replica than he/she sends
to the replica. This phenomenon can be observed in every-

day use of the Internet—most ISPs’ clients use asymmet-
ric access lines (e.g., ADSL). Consequently, the reduced
model of anycast demand includes only one connection—
the downstream one (from the replica server to the client).

For the sake of simplicity we assume that the network
node to which the replica server is connected is equiv-
alent with this server, i.e., we do not take into account
the physical connection between the server and the back-
bone network router. The same is the case in the context
of the client—our model includes only the backbone net-
work node to which the client is connected. The upstream
connection (from the client to the replica server) applied
to carry the client’s requests is ignored, due to the fact that
the bandwidth requirement of the upstream connection is
much more smaller than that of the downstream connec-
tion. Therefore, in the reduced model, an anycast demand
is defined by the following triple: the client node, the set
of admissible replica servers and the downstream band-
width requirement.

In contrast, a classic unicast demand is defined by
the following triple: the origin node, the destination node
and the bandwidth requirement. In the standard model
the anycast demand consists of two connections: one from
the client to the server (upstream) and the second one in
the opposite direction (downstream). Thus, each anycast
demand is defined by the following quadruple: the client
node, the set of admissible replica servers, the upstream
bandwidth requirement, and the downstream bandwidth
requirement. Compared with the standard model, the
main advantage of the reduced model is lower complex-
ity, since for each anycast demand only one connection
is to be set. However, the standard model enables more
accurate modelling and next the optimization of anycast
flows. In the remainder of the paper we will focus on the
standard model. Figure 1 illustrates the standard model
of anycasting in connection-oriented networks.

To establish a unicast demand in connection-oriented
networks, a path satisfying the requested bandwidth and
connecting the origin and destination nodes must be

Fig. 1. Illustration of anycast transmission.
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found. The case of the anycast demand is more complex.
The first step is the server selection process—the client
must choose one replica server that will provide the re-
quested content. Next, both paths (upstream and down-
stream) can be calculated analogously to the unicast ap-
proach. However, the main constraint is that both con-
nections associated with a particular anycast demand must
connect the same pair of network nodes and one of these
nodes must host a replica server.

3.2. Problem formulation. In this section we will for-
mulate the problem of joint optimization of unicast and
anycast flows in connection-oriented networks. As men-
tioned above, to model a real network scenario, we want to
optimize not only pure anycast flows, but simultaneously
unicast and anycast flows. The network we consider is an
existing backbone network. In many cases the network
is in an operational phase and augmenting its resources
(links, capacity, replica servers) or changing the location
of replica servers is not possible in a short time perspec-
tive. Therefore, only network flows are optimized.

We formulate a general model that can be applied for
the optimization of various criteria—the discussion on the
criteria can be found in the subsequent section. Since the
standard model is employed, each anycast demand com-
promises two connections: upstream and downstream. To
connect both connections associated with the same any-
cast demand, we introduce a constant τ(p), which de-
notes the index of the connection associated with connec-
tion p . If p is a downstream connection, τ(p) must be
an upstream connection and vice versa. Furthermore, we
assume that for each connection there is a set of candi-
date routes, which can include all possible paths or only
a subset of paths limited, for instance, by the hop-limit
approach (Herzberg et al., 1995).

For the unicast connection, candidate routes connect
the origin and the destination node of the connection.
In the case of the anycast upstream connection, candi-
date routes origin at the client node and terminated at the
server. Finally, for the anycast downstream connection,
candidate routes connect the server and the client node.
Since there can be many replica servers located in the net-
work, the set of candidate routes of anycast connections
include routes to all replica servers.

To mathematically represent the problem, we use the
following notation:

Sets

V set of n vertices representing the network nodes.
A set of m arcs representing network directed

links.
P set of q connections in the network. A connec-

tion can be of two types: unicast and anycast.

PUN set of unicast connections in the network de-
fined by a following triple: the origin node,
the destination node and the bandwidth require-
ment.

PAN set of anycast connections in the network. A
connection can be of two types: upstream or
downstream. Each anycast connection is de-
fined by the following triple: the client node,
the bandwidth requirement, the index of the as-
sociated connection.

PDS set of anycast downstream connections in the
network.

PUS set of anycast upstream connections in the net-
work.

Πp the index set of candidate routes (paths) for con-
nection p. If p is a unicast connection, route
πk

p connects the origin and the destination node
of p. If p is an anycast upstream connection,
route πk

p connects the client node and the replica
server. Finally, if p is an anycast downstream
connection, candidate routes connect the replica
server and the client node.

X set of variables xk
p , which are equal to one. X

determines the unique set of currently selected
routes and is called a selection.

Constants

δk
pa = 1, if arc a belongs to route k realizing con-

nection p; 0 otherwise.
Qp volume (estimated bandwidth requirement) of

connection p.
ca capacity of arc a.
τ(p) index of the connection associated with connec-

tion p. If p is a downstream connection, τ(p)
must be an upstream connection and vice versa.

o(πk
p ) origin node of route πk

p .
d(πk

p ) destination node of route πk
p .

Variables

xk
p = 1, if route πk

p having index k ∈ Πp is selected
for connection p; 0 otherwise.

fa flow of arc a.

The CFA (uniCast and anyCast Flow Assignment)
problem can be formulated as follows:

min
X

FNC(X) (1)

subject to ∑

k∈Πp

xk
p = 1, p ∈ P, (2)

xk
p ∈ {0, 1}, p ∈ P, k ∈ Πp, (3)

fa =
∑

p∈P

∑

k∈Πp

δk
paxk

pQp, a ∈ A, (4)
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fa ≤ ca, a ∈ A, (5)
∑

k∈Πp

xk
pd(πk

p ) =
∑

k∈Πτ(p)

xk
τ(p)o(π

k
τ(p)), p ∈ PAN .

(6)
As the objective function (1) any metric FNC(X)

formulated based on selection X can be used. In the next
section we present three exemplary functions used in our
experiments. The condition (2) states that each connec-
tion can use only one route, the constraint (3) assures that
decision variables are binary ones, (4) is a definition of an
arc flow, the inequality (5) denotes the capacity constraint,
the equation (6) guarantees that two routes associated with
the same anycast demand connect the same pair of nodes.
Notice that the constraint (6) must be satisfied only for
anycast connections.

3.3. Criterion functions. The most common crite-
rion function used in network design problems is the cost
of capacity installation (Piro and Medhi, 2004). How-
ever, in this work we focus on an allocation problem
of unicast and anycast flows and, consequently, network
links are given. Another common performance measure
proposed for computer networks is the average network
delay proposed by Kleinrock in (Kleinrock, 1964) and
then widely used in many optimization problems (Burns
et al., 2003; Fratta et al., 1973; Kasprzak, 2001; Piro and
Medhi, 2004). For ease of reference, in the remainder of
the paper we will use the abbreviation ‘DEL’ to refer to the
network delay function. Let us define the network delay
function in the following way:

DEL(X) =
1
T

∑

a∈A

fa

ca − fa
, (7)

where T denotes the total arrive rate of messages in the
network, and arcs’ flows are calculated according to vari-
ables included in selection X . Note that, in the problem
with DEL as objective function, (5) should be a sharp in-
equality. This follows from the fact that the denominator
of (7) is the residual, unused capacity of the link. Notice
that the optimization of network flows in order to mini-
mize the DEL function assures that flows in network arcs
are allocated relatively proportionally, i.e., the relation of
the link flow to the link capacity fa/ca is similar for all
arcs.

In recent years issues of network survivability have
gained much attention (Grover, 2004; Piro and Medhi,
2004). Consequently, also new criteria of network opti-
mization concerning network survivability have been de-
veloped. In the case of capacity and flow assignment prob-
lems, the cost of spare capacity indispensable to provide
100% restoration is the most common objective function
(Grover, 2004; Piro and Medhi, 2004). In our case—
the allocation problem of flow optimization—first the lost
flow function was proposed as the survivability metric

(Murakami and Kim, 1996). Since the network has lim-
ited resources of spare capacity, the objective is to mini-
mize consequences of network failure, i.e., the amount of
the flow that cannot be restored due to the capacity con-
straint.

The major drawback of this function is relatively
large complexity—the KSP (K-Shortest Path) algorithm
is required to compute lost flow. The following proce-
dure is used to find the lost flow. The failed arc a is re-
moved from the network. Next, the KSP algorithm finds
k-successively shortest disjoint paths between the origin
and the destination node of the failed arc. These paths one
by one are saturated with the flow of the failed arc and
used for the restoration of flow fa. The fraction of flow
fa not restored during the running of the KSP algorithm
is lost.

Usually an optimization algorithm consists of many
subsequent iterations that try to improve the solution and
in each iteration the current value of the objective function
is needed to evaluate the solution. Therefore, we devel-
oped in our previous works two new functions that can be
applied as criteria of flow optimization in survivable net-
works: LFL (Lost Flow in Link) (Walkowiak, 2004) and
RCL (Residual Capacity and LFL) (Walkowiak, 2006).
The former function denotes a combination of a residual
flow, if any, at the origin node and the destination of the
failed arc, available for rerouting of broken connections.
The LFL function takes into account only the local situa-
tion around the failed arc—intuitively, arcs adjacent to the
failure can become the bottleneck of the restoration pro-
cess. The latter function is formulated as a combination
of LFL and the DEL function—the numerator of the RCL
function is based on the LFL function, the denominator is
the residual capacity.

One of the main advantages of the LFL and RCL
functions is relatively low complexity compared with
other functions proposed for the problem considered,
i.e., a maximum flow function and a k-shortest path
function (Grover, 2004). A detailed formulation, dis-
cussion and results of both functions can be found in
(Walkowiak, 2004; 2006) and other works of the same au-
thor.

In this work we consider the CFA problem given
by (1)–(6) with the following three objective functions:
DEL, LFL and RCL. We will refer to these problems as
CFA/DEL, CFA/LFL and CFA/RCL, respectively.

4. Heuristics for joint optimization of
anycast and unicast flows

Now we present two heuristic algorithms for the CFA
problem formulated in the previous section. We will
show a detailed version of the algorithms in the context
of the DEL function. However, the algorithm can be
easily adapted to the LFL and RCL functions. The first
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algorithm is a modification of the well-known heuristic
approach—the non-bifurcated Flow Devation (FD) algo-
rithm (Fratta et al., 1973). The second method uses the
Lagrangean relaxation approach with subgradient opti-
mization.

4.1. Algorithm based on the flow deviation method.
Flow deviation, proposed in (Fratta et al., 1973), has
been applied to a wide range of optimization problems
(Burns et al., 2003; Fratta et al., 1973; Kasprzak, 2001;
Markowski and Kasprzak, 2005; Piro and Medhi, 2004;
Ryba and Kasprzak, 2006; Walkowiak, 2004; 2006). Be-
low we present a heuristic algorithm called CFD (uniCast
and anyCast Flow Deviation) based on the original FD
method proposed for non-bifurcated flows. The proposed
CFD method consists of two parts. The first element—
called CFD INI (uniCast and anyCast Flow Deviation for
Initial solution)—is applied to find a starting feasible so-
lution and is based on Phase 1 of FD (Fratta et al., 1973).
The second element—named CFD DEL (uniCast and
anyCast Flow Deviation for DEL function)—is developed
according to the non-bifurcated FD algorithm included in
(Fratta et al., 1973). All modifications in CFD INI and
CFD DEL compared with the original FD method follow
from the model of anycast flows presented in the previous
section and connection-oriented flows.

Let DEL(H) denote of the objective function for a
feasible selection H and lDEL

a denote a metric of arc a
calculated according to arc flows given by selection H.
The common approach is to calculate this metric as a par-
tial derivative of the objective function over the arc flow
(Fratta et al., 1973), i.e.,

lDEL
a =

fa

T (ca − fa)2
. (8)

Let lINI
a be the value of metric lDEL

a calculated for the
flow of arc a equal to zero:

lINI
a =

1
Tca

. (9)

Algorithm CFD INI

Let Q = [Q1, Q2, . . . , Qq] denote a vector of connec-
tions’ volumes (estimated bandwidth requirement). We
assume that REr is a real number. θ, ε—are tolerances
applied in the algorithm.

Step 1. Find selection X1 by assigning all connections
to shortest paths calculated under metric lINI

a (9) in the
following way. For each unicast connection i ∈ PUN find
the shortest route k ∈ Πi under metric lINI

a . For each
anycast downstream connection i ∈ PDS find the shortest
route under metric lINI

a . Next for each anycast upstream

connection i ∈ PUS find the shortest route k ∈ Πi under
metric lINI

a , for which the following condition is satisfied:
d(πk

i ) = o(πj
τ(i)), where xj

τ(i) ∈ X1. Set RE1 = 1, r = 1
and go to Step 2.

Step 2. Calculate flows in each arc a ∈ A using the for-
mula (8) according to selection Xr and volume vector Q

r
.

Find

σr = max
a∈A

fa

ca
.

If σr/REr < 1, then stop the algorithm. Otherwise let

REr+1 =
REr(1 − ε(1 − σr))

σr
,

where ε is a proper tolerance and 0 < ε < 1. Let

Q
r+1

=
REr+1

REr
Q

r
.

Find
Xr+1 = CFD DEL(Xr, Qr+1

)

and go to Step 3.

Step 3. If

|REr+1 − REr| < θ,

where θ is a proper positive tolerce, stop: the problem is
infeasible within tolerance θ. Otherwise set r = r +1 and
go to Step 2.

In Step 2 of CFD INI we apply the algorithm
CFD DEL (see below), which is run for the values of de-
cision variables given by selection Xr and connections’
volume given by the vector Q

r
. The complexity of the

CFD INI algorithm depends on the selected values of tol-
erance parameters θ, ε. The values of parameters θ, ε
should be selected to find a balance between the algo-
rithm’s precision and execution time.

Algorithm CFD DEL

Operator first(B) returns the index of the first connection
in set B. F and H are selections.

Step 1. Find feasible selection X1 using the CFD INI
algorithm. If CFD INI cannot find a feasible solution, stop
the algorithm. Otherwise set r = 1, and go to Step 2.

Step 2. Compute SR(Xr), defined as the set of shortest
routes under metric lDEL

a (Xr) in the following way. For
each unicast connection i ∈ PUN find the shortest route
k ∈ Πi under metric lDEL

a (Xr). For each anycast down-
stream connection i ∈ PDS find the shortest route k ∈ Πi

under metric lDEL
a (Xr). Next, for each anycast upstream

connection i ∈ PUS find the shortest route k ∈ Πi un-
der metric lDEL

a (Xr), for which the following condition is
satisfied: d(πk

i ) = o(πj
τ(i)), where xj

τ(i) ∈ SR(Xr).
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Step 3. Set H = Xr and K = PUN ∪ PDS.

Step 3a. Find i = first(K). If i ∈ PUN, set F =
(H − {xj

i}) ∪ {xk
i }, where xk

i ∈ SR(Xr) and xj
i ∈ H .

Otherwise, if i ∈ PAN, set F = (H − {xj
i}) ∪ {xk

i },
where xk

i ∈ SR(Xr), xj
i ∈ H , and next set F = (H −

{xj′

τ(i)}) ∪ {xk′
τ(i)}, where xk′

τ(i) ∈ SR(Xr), xj′

τ(i) ∈ H .

Step 3b. If F is a feasible selection and DEL(F ) <
DEL(H), let H = F .

Step 3c. Set K = K − {i}. If K = 0, go to Step 4.
Otherwise, go to Step 3a.

Step 4. If H = Xr, stop. The algorithm cannot improve
the solution any further. Otherwise, let Xr+1 = H , r =
r + 1 and go to Step 2.

The algorithm CFD DEL is related to the FD algo-
rithm for non-bifurcated flows described in (Fratta et al.,
1973). However, CFD DEL can assign jointly unicast and
anycast connections, while classical FD optimizes only
unicast connections. Notice that CFD DEL processes uni-
cast connections analogously as in the non-bifurcated ver-
sion of FD, but anycast connections are processed in a
different way. This follows from our model of the anycast
demand, which consists of two connections: upstream and
downstream. Since both associated anycast connections
must connect the same pair of nodes (constraint (6)), they
have to be considered jointly. However, due to the asym-
metry of anycast flows mentioned above, first the shortest
route of the downstream connection is calculated taking
into account all replica server networks. In consequence,
the upstream connection can select among routes between
the client node and the server node already assigned for
the downstream connection.

Theorem 1. The maximum number of algorithm
CFD DEL iterations is
⎛

⎝
∏

p∈PUN

(ζp)

⎞

⎠

⎛

⎝
∏

p∈PDS

(
∑

v∈V

(
ζv
p ζv

τ(p)

))
⎞

⎠−1,

where ζp is the number of candidate routes for p ∈ PUN.
ζv
p is the number of candidate routes connecting the client

node and the server node v for p ∈ PAN.

Proof. The number of all possible candidate routes for
the unicast connection p ∈ PUN is ζp. Consequently,
the number of routes’ combinations for all unicast con-
nections is

(
Πp∈P UN (ζp)

)
. In the case of a pair of as-

sociated anycast connections p ∈ PDS and τp ∈ PUS

the number of feasible (in terms of the constraint (6))

routes’ combinations is
∑

v∈V

(
ζv
p ζv

τ(p)

)
, where ζv

p de-

notes the number of candidate routes connecting the client
node of p and the server node v for p ∈ PAN. Note

that we analyze all possible server nodes. Thus, the num-
ber of routes’ combinations for all anycast connections is(
Πp∈PDS

(∑
v∈V

(
ζv
p ζv

τ(p)

)))
.

Taking into account both unicast and anycast
connections, the number of all routes’ combinations is

thus
(
Πp∈PUN (ζp)

) (
Πp∈PDS

(∑
v∈V

(
ζv
p ζv

τ(p)

)))
.

As we start with a feasible initial selection and
repetitions of the same flow are impossible, the
maximum number of CFD DEL iterations is(
Πp∈PUN (ζp)

) (
Πp∈PDS

(∑
v∈V

(
ζv
p ζv

τ(p)

)))
−1.

�
For more information on the algorithms CFD INI

and CFD DEL, see (Walkowiak, 2008).

4.2. Lagrangean heuristic. The main idea of La-
grangean heuristic is to formulate the dual problem by re-
laxing some constraints of the primal problem and next
solving the dual by a subgradient algorithm. As in the
previous subsection, we present below the Lagrangean ap-
proach in the context of the network delay function. How-
ever, we will show how to modify this method to apply
also other objective functions.

In order to formulate a dual problem for (1)–(6), we
will use the same approach as in (Gavish and Huntler,
1983; Walkowiak, 2007b). First, we transform the prob-
lem CFA/DEL into an equivalent formulation, which is
better suited for a Lagrangean relaxation procedure. Since
the DEL function (7) is not decreasing with fa, we can re-
place (4) with an inequality leading to the following prob-
lem:

ω = min
X

1
T

∑

a∈A

fa

(ca − fa)
(10)

subject to (2)–(3), (5)–(6) and

∑

p∈P

∑

k∈Πp

δk
paxk

pQp ≤ fa, a ∈ A. (11)

For ease of reference, we call this problem
CFA2/DEL. Notice that problems CFA/DEL and
CFA2/DEL are equivalent—the optimal solution obtained
for one of these two problems holds the optimality also
for the second problem.

A popular approach of the Lagrangean relaxation ap-
plied to various communication problems is to relax the
capacity constraint, e.g., (Grover, 2004; Holmberg, 1995;
Holmberg and Yuan, 1998; 2000; Piro and Medhi, 2004).
In our case we use the approach proposed in (Gavish and
Huntler, 1983) and relax the constraint (11) using a vec-
tor λ = [λ1, λ2, . . . , λm] of positive Lagrangean multipli-
ers λa, for each a ∈ A. Consequently, the following La-
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grangean relaxation of problem CFA2/DEL is formulated:

ϕ(λ)

= min
fa,xk

p

{
1
T

∑

a∈A

fa

ca − fa

+
∑

a∈A

λa

⎛

⎝
∑

p∈P

∑

k∈Πp

δk
paxk

pQp − fa

⎞

⎠

⎫
⎬

⎭ (12)

subject to (2)–(3), (5)–(6) and

fa ≥ 0, a ∈ A. (13)

Notice that we add the additional constraint (13). In
the problem CFA2/DEL, the constraint (13) follows di-
rectly from the conditions (3) and (11). Since (11) is in-
corporated in the dual function (12), we have to add to the
problem the constraint (13) to guarantee that variables fa

are positive.
The objective function of the Lagrangean problem

can be rewritten as

ϕ(λ) = min
fa,xk

p

{(
1
T

∑

a∈A

(
fa

ca − fa
− λafa

))

+

⎛

⎝
∑

a∈A

λa

∑

p∈P

∑

k∈Πp

δk
paxk

pQp

⎞

⎠

⎫
⎬

⎭ . (14)

Since there are no coupling constraints between vari-
ables fa and variables xk

p , the problem can be divided into
two independent subproblems:

Subproblem 1:

ϕ1(λ) = min
fa

(
1
T

∑

a∈A

(
fa

ca − fa
− λafa

))
(15)

subject to (5) and (13).

Subproblem 2:

ϕ2(λ) = min
xk

p

⎛

⎝
∑

a∈A

λa

∑

p∈P

∑

k∈Πp

δk
paxk

pQp

⎞

⎠ (16)

subject to (2)–(3), and (6).
According to (Gavish and Huntler, 1983), Subprob-

lem 1 can be devided into m = |A| subproblems and each
of such subproblems is solved by

fa =

⎧
⎨

⎩

(
ca −

√
ca

Tλa

)
when λa >

1
Tca

,

0 otherwise.
(17)

Notice that Subproblem 2 can be separated into two
kinds of subproblems: unicast and anycast. For unicast

connections, there are
∣∣PUN

∣∣ subproblems—one for each
unicast connection p ∈ PUN:

min
xk

p

∑

k∈Πp

φk
pxk

p (18)

subject to (2)–(3). Here φk
p denotes the length of route

k ∈ Πp calculated according to link metrics equal to λaQp

for each arc a ∈ A:

φk
p =

∑

a∈A

λaδk
paQp. (19)

The minimum of (18) is achieved if we select the
shortest route calculated under metric λaQp. Hence, to
solve Subproblem 2 in the context of unicast connections,
a number of shortest path problems must be solved, e.g.,
using the Dijkstra algorithm.

For anycast connections we obtain
∣∣PAN

∣∣ /2 sub-
problems formulated for each anycast downstream con-
nection p ∈ PDS in the following way:

min
xk

p,xj
τ(p)

⎛

⎝
∑

k∈Πp

φk
pxk

p +
∑

k∈Πτ(p)

φk
pxk

τ(p)

⎞

⎠ (20)

subject to (2)–(3), and (6).
Solving this subproblem is a little bit more compli-

cated compared with the related unicast problem. First
of all, the additional constraint (6) related to the anycast
flow must be considered. Therefore, upstream and down-
stream connections of the same anycast demand must be
processed jointly. Consequently, for each pair of connec-
tions we calculate a shortest path using Dijkstra under the
metric λaQp to each of content servers. Next, we select
a pair of paths that satisfy the constraint (6) and have the
smallest sum of lengths. Such a procedure guarantees op-
timal solution of Subproblem 2.

Since the procedure of solving the dual problem is
known, we can proceed to the subgradient search. Let
xk

p(λ) and fa(λ) be an optimal solution of the Lagrangean
relaxation for a fixed vector of multipliers λ. Let x denote
a set of all variables xk

p , which are equal to one. The cor-
responding subgradient of the dual function (14) at λ is
given by

γ(λ) =
∑

p∈P

∑

k∈Πp

δk
paxk

p(λ)Qp − fa(λ), a ∈ A. (21)

We use the subscript i to denote the current iteration
of the subgradient algorithm. The multipliers are updated
after iteration i in the following way:

λi+1
a = max(0, λi

a + tiγi
a), a ∈ A. (22)

The step-size, ti, can be given as (Gavish and
Huntler, 1983; Piro and Medhi, 2004)

ti =
ρ(ϕ − ϕ(λi))

‖γi‖ . (23)
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Here ϕ denotes un upper bound on the dual function,
which can be calculated using a heuristic algorithm that
can find a feasible solution of the primal problem. Note
that ρ is commonly used in the range 0 < ρ < 2 (Piro and
Medhi, 2004).

Let f = [f1, f2, . . . , fm] denote a vector of flows
fa in each arc a ∈ A. The following algorithm—called
CLR DEL (uniCast and anyCast Lagrangean Relaxation
for DEL function)—presents the subgradient optimiza-
tion procedure applied to the Lagrangean relaxation of the
CFA/DEL problem.

Algorithm CLR DEL

Step 0. Select an initial λ0. Set ρ = 2, ρmin = 0.005,
i = 0, ρiter = 0, imax = 100, ρmaxiter = 3, ωbest = ∞,
λ∗ = λ0. Using a heuristic, compute overestimate ϕ of
ϕ(λ∗) or set ϕ to an arbitrary large value.

Step 1. Set i = i + 1, ρiter = ρiter + 1. Given λi, solve
the Lagrangean relaxation of CFA/DEL as decoupled sub-
problems to obtain ϕ(λi), xi, f i.

Step 2a. If ϕ(λi) > ϕ(λ∗), then λ∗ > λi and ρiter = −1.

Step 2b. Use xi, f i to compute the feasible primal ob-
jective ω of the problem using the CFD DEL algorithm.
If ω < ωbest, then ωbest = ω, xbest = xi, fbest = f i,
ϕ = ωbest.

Step 2c. If ρiter > ρmaxiter, then ρ = max(ρ/2, ρmin)
and ρiter = 0.

Step 3. Use decoupled solutions xi, f i to compute: sub-

gradient γi(λi) (refer to (21)); step size ti (refer to (23));
multipliers λi+1 (refer to (22)).

Step 4. If i > imax, stop. Otherwise go to Step 1.

The objective of the CLR DEL algorithm is to find
a suboptimal, feasible solution of the CFA/DEL problem.
Notice that in Step 1 the algorithm generates vector xi de-
noting routes of each connection. This solution is optimal
for the Lagrangean dual, however, there is no guarantee
that xi is feasible (in terms of the problem constraints) for
the primal problem. Therefore, it is substantial to obtain
a primal feasible solution from the dual solution. Thus,
we employ the CFD DEL heuristic procedure that tries to
improve the solution yielded by the subgradient search.
The execution time of CLR DEL depends mainly on the
number of iterations given by parameter imax. The most
time consuming part of each iteration is the CFD DEL al-
gorithm. For a discussion on computational complexity of
CFD DEL algorithm, see Section 4.1.

If vector xi obtained in an iteration of CLR DEL
constitutes a feasible solution (in terms of the capacity
constraint) of the primal problem, we use it as an ini-
tial solution for CFD DEL. Otherwise, vector xi is an in-
put solution for the CFD DEL algorithm. In conclusion,

Table 1. Average performance of heuristic algorithms compared
to optimal results.

Gap to optimal
Function No. of cases CFD CLR

DEL 90 2.4% 0.1%
RCL 99 4.1% 0.4%
LFL 71 9.6% 1.6%

CLR DEL can be viewed as intelligent iterative applica-
tion of the CFD DEL initial solution generated by the sub-
gradient optimization procedure solving the dual problem.

Notice that the CLR DEL algorithm can be adapted
to a CFA problem with another objective function. The
required modifications are the solution of Subproblem 1
and the application of a different version of CFD al-
gorithm. In addition to the CLR DEL algorithm (the
objective is the network delay function), we have de-
veloped the CLR LFL and CLR RCL algorithms with
the LFL and RCL functions, respectively. The func-
tions LFL and RCL have been defined in the context of
flow optimization in survivable connection-oriented net-
works. More information on these functions and unicast
FD algorithms applying these functions can be found in
(Walkowiak, 2004; 2006). The method of solving Sub-
problem 1 for the LFL function is included in (Walkowiak,
2007b).

5. Results

We implemented the above presented heuristic algorithms
in C++ to verify the performance of the proposed algo-
rithms against optimal results. To obtain optimal results
in the context of a piecewise linear LFL function, we used
the lp solve version 5.5.0.6. For the functions DEL and
RCL, which are not linear, we developed branch-and-cut
algorithms. In order to find an optimal solution in rea-
sonable time of about one hour, we had to consider small
networks consisting of ten nodes (four topologies) and
14 nodes (one topology). The number of replica servers
varies from 2 to 4. We generated various demand pat-
terns. In Table 1 we report the average gap between re-
sults of the heuristic algorithms CFD and CLR and the
optimal results. We can see that in the case of the DEL
function the algorithm based on the Lagrangean relaxation
is only 0.1% worse than the optimal one. In the context
of the RCL and LFL functions, the corresponding gap is
0.4% and 1.6%, respectively. The optimality gap varies
for tested functions. This follows mainly from the con-
struct of the functions considered. The DEL function is
convex, while the other functions have a more irregular
structure, especially LFL. These results prove that the pro-
posed CLR method yields results very close to optimal
ones.
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Fig. 2. Topology of the tested network.

Table 2. Location of replica servers—simulation cases.
Number of servers Location of servers

2 5,23
2 5,25
2 7,23
2 7,25
3 5,23,30
3 5,25,30
3 7,14,23
3 7,14,25
4 5,9,23,30
4 5,9,25,30
4 7,14,23,30
4 7,14,25,30

Next we performed extensive tests of the proposed
heuristics over a larger network consisting of 36 nodes and
144 directed links (Fig. 2). The bold lines represent links
of the size of 96 units while other lines are links of the size
of 48 units. The link capacities were selected to model ca-
pacity ratio of OC-48 circuits used in optical networks. In
the simulations, the link capacities were scaled by a factor
of 100 to enable establishing thousands of connections.
As the tested network is an operational phase and aug-
menting network resources is not possible, the number of
replica servers is constant. However, to verify the perfor-
mance of our approach in various cases, we test 12 various
server location scenarios (Table 2). The number of servers
varies from 2 to 4. For each server location we test 13 dif-
ferent demand patterns consisting of 180 anycast demands
(360 anycast connections) and 2500 unicast connections.
In experiments we apply the Anycast Ratio (AR) parame-
ter defined as the ratio of the anycast demands’ bandwidth
requirement to the bandwidth requirement of all demands
issued in the network. Demand patterns are generated ran-
domly satisfying various values of the AR.

The objective of the simulation tests was twofold.
First, we want to compare the performance of the CLR
algorithm with the approach used commonly in CDNs,
i.e., each request is assigned to the closest (in terms of
the hop number) replica server. Thus all anycast re-
quests can be treated as unicast ones (the server node
is constant). Consequently, the routes for both unicast

Fig. 3. Average difference of the objective function value be-
tween the algorithms ULR and CLR for various objec-
tive functions.

and anycast demands are selected using a traditional uni-
cast version of the Lagrangean relaxation heuristic devel-
oped for the DEL, LFL and RCL functions in (Gavish and
Huntler, 1983; Walkowiak, 2007b), respectively. For ease
of reference, we call these algorithms ULR DEL (Unicast
Lagrangean Relaxation with DEL function), ULR LFL
and ULR RCL, respectively. The major distinction be-
tween the CLR and ULR algorithms is that the former
enables the anycast demand to change the content server
during subsequent iterations of the algorithm, while the
latter assigns clients to servers in a static manner. The
second goal of simulations is to examine how the use of
the anycast flow can influence network survivability.

In Fig. 3 we compare the performance of CLR with
that of ULR. Each curve in the graph represents the av-
erage percentage difference between both algorithms ob-
tained for one of the following objective functions: DEL
(network delay), LFL and RCL. We can observe that the
largest difference between both tested algorithms is ob-
tained for the LFL function, which follows from the for-
mulation of the LFL function (Walkowiak, 2004). The av-
erage difference between CLR and ULR is 26%, 28% and
48% for the functions DEL, RCL and LFL, respectively.
Figure 4 shows the execution time of all tested algorithms.

Figure 5 presents the performance of the CLR DEL,
CLR RCL, CLR LFL algorithms in terms of the average
link utilization, which shows the average saturation of net-
work links. We can easily observe that all algorithms pro-
vide similar results; however, the use of CLR LFL leads to
the least consumption of network capacity resources. An-
other important observation is that the average link utiliza-
tion decreases when the number of content servers grows.

The next figures relate to network survivability. The
scenario of experiments is as follows. First we calculate
working routes of all connections (anycast and unicast)
applying the CLR or the ULR algorithm. Next, we simu-
late a failure of each link and perform the network restora-
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Fig. 4. Average execution time of the algorithms ULR and CLR
for various objective functions.

Fig. 5. Average link utilization for various objective functions.

tion process. Finally, we calculate the lost flow, i.e., the
flow that was not restored during the restoration process.

Figures 6 and 7 show the comparison of the
CLR DEL, CLR RCL and CLR LFL algorithms in terms
of the lost flow function. In Fig. 6 we present the average
ranking of each algorithm—the best algorithm (providing
the lowest value of the lost flow function) in one individual
case receives three points, the second one two points and
the worse one point point. Figure 7 reports the number of
first places of the algorithms in terms of the lost flow func-
tion. In general, the use of the RCL function guarantees
the best network survivability. Similar results were ob-
tained in the context of unicast flows (Walkowiak, 2006).

Figure 8 shows the average difference in terms of the
lost flow function between the algorithms ULR and CLR
for all three functions. From this figure we can observe
that the application of CLR to optimize working routes
can significantly reduce the amount of the lost flow (about
50%). For more issues on the use anycasting in survivable
networks, refer to (Walkowiak, 2007a).

In short, we can conclude that the CLR algorithm
yields much better performance than ULR in many as-
pects. However, detailed observation shows that the dif-
ference depends on the objective function and the number
of servers. For results showing the performance of the

CFD algorithms developed for the functions DEL, LFL
and RCL, see (Walkowiak, 2008).

6. Dynamic routing of anycast demands

The above discussion on anycasting was focused on of-
fline problems, in which the decision on route selec-
tion do not have to be made online. However, in many
cases, network devices (e.g., routers) must made a deci-
sion on route selection in an online manner. Therefore, dy-
namic routing algorithms are developed. There has been
a lot of research on unicast dynamic routing algorithms
in connection-oriented MPLS networks, e.g., see (Bagula
et al., 2004; Kar et al., 2000; Szeto et al., 2002). The
most widespread approach to unicast dynamic routing is
the Shortest Path First (SPF) algorithm based on an ad-
ministrative weight (metric). A popular metric is the num-
ber of hops applied in the Min Hop Algorithm (MHA).
However, more complex approaches to calculate the link
metric have been developed, e.g., (Bagula et al., 2004; Kar
et al., 2000; Szeto et al., 2002). Since in anycasting one
of the connection’s endpoints is unknown and is to be se-
lected, for dynamic routing of anycast requests new meth-
ods are required. We propose two approaches to dynamic
routing of anycast demands. In the first one, the pro-
cess of anycast dynamic routing is decomposed into two

Fig. 6. Ranking of algorithms in terms of the lost flow function.

Fig. 7. Number of first places of algorithms in terms of the lost
flow function.
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Fig. 8. Average difference in terms of the lost flow function be-
tween the algorithms ULR and CLR.

phases. Initially, the replica server selection process is
completed—three server selection algorithms to solve this
problem were proposed in (Walkowiak, 2005). When all
anycast demands are assigned to replica servers, both end-
points of anycast connections are established and a tradi-
tional unicast dynamic routing algorithm can be applied.
The second approach consists in simultaneous selection of
replica servers and routes, thus new routing algorithms are
indispensable. For more information on dynamic routing
of anycast demands, refer to (Walkowiak, 2005; 2007c).

7. Anycasting in multilayer networks

The model of the network considered in the previous sec-
tions is a single-layer network. However, resources of
computer networks are organized in a multi-layered man-
ner and form a hierarchical structure with each layer be-
ing a proper network on its own. The links of an upper
layer are formed using paths of the lower layer, and this
pattern repeats as one goes down the resource hierarchy.
Consequently, in the upper layers, flows of individual net-
work users are considered, while in the lower layers, the
network flow is formed by aggregated transmission pro-
duced by a large number of individual transmissions (Piro
and Medhi, 2004). Since most of optimization problems
related to computer networks are very difficult, in many
cases only one network layer is included in the model.
However, in recent years we have noticed growing inter-
est in multi-layer network design and optimization. In this
section we will try to answer the question if anycasting
can be applied in multi-layer networks.

As mentioned above, anycast transmission can be ap-
plied if the same content is replicated and stored in many
locations in the network. The access to content servers is
usually realized on the level of individual users—due to
the heterogeneity of Internet users it is difficult to aggre-
gate it. Therefore, it is obvious that anycasting should be
applied in upper layers of the multi-layer network. The
modeling can be carried out in the same way as presented
above in the context of a single-layer network. In the

multi-layer architecture the aggregate flow of the upper
layer is a kind of input to the lower layer. The lower layer
is realized autonomously, i.e., independently of the nature
of individual upper layer flows the lower layer works in
the same manner. Consequently, the application of any-
casting in the upper layer will not oblige us to any changes
in the lower layer.

8. Concluding remarks

This work has been focused on various aspects of any-
cast flows in connection-oriented networks. We have for-
mulated the problem of joint optimization of unicast and
anycast flows in connection-oriented networks. This prob-
lem is motivated by growing popularity of network ser-
vices that provide Internet users with content like mu-
sic, movies, software, etc. We have developed and exam-
ined two heuristic algorithms to the optimization problem.
There has not been, however, any study we are aware of
that uses the Lagrangean relaxation approach to joint op-
timization of unicast and anycast flows in computer net-
works. Results of simulations have proven that the ap-
plication of anycasting can significantly reduce the value
of different performance metrics including network delay
and network survivability. We have also examined how
anycasting can be used in the context of dynamic routing
and multi-layer networks.

Our study has several practical implications. One
is to provide the designers of computer networks with a
new method that enables effective optimization of unicast
and anycast flows. Another important implication follows
from the fact that network flows in peer-to-peer networks
can be modeled as anycast (in P2P systems the same con-
tent is replicated in many peers). Thus, the results pre-
sented in this paper can be used to optimize network flows
in P2P systems. In our ongoing works we plan to work on
the optimization of flows in P2P systems taking advantage
of our experience on anycasting.
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